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ABSTRACT:
  
Modified FCM algorithm is based on the concept of data 
compression where the dimension of the input is highly 
reduced. The data compression includes two steps quan-
tization and aggregation. The modified FCM algorithm 
is efficient when compared with the conventional algo-
rithm. The modified FCM algorithm yields superior con-
vergence rate besides yielding nominal segmentation effi-
ciency. Clustering approach is widely used in biomedical 
applications particularly for brain tumour detection in 
abnormal magnetic resonance (MR) images. Fuzzy clus-
tering using fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm proved to 
be superior over the other clustering approaches in terms 
of segmentation efficiency. But the major drawback of 
the FCM algorithm is the huge computational rate is im-
proved by modifying the cluster centre and membership 
value updating criterion. In this paper, the application of 
modified FCM algorithm for MR brain tumour detection 
is explored. Abnormal brain images from four tumour 
classes namely metastases, meningioma, glioma and as-
trocytoma are used in this work. A comprehensive fea-
ture vector space is used for the segmentation technique. 
Comparative analysis in terms of segmentation efficiency 
and convergence rate is performed between the conven-
tional FCM and the modified FCM. Experimental results 
show superior results for the modified FCM algorithm in 
terms of the performance measures.

Keywords: 

Clustering, Modified Fuzzy C- means, Segmentation ef-
ficiency, Convergence rate.  

INTRODUCTION:
 
Image segmentation plays a major role in the field of 
biomedical applications. The segmentation technique 
is widely used by the radiologists to segment the input 
medical image into meaningful regions. The specific ap-
plication of this technique is to detect the tumor region by 
segmenting the abnormal MR input image.
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The size of the tumor region can be tracked using these tech-
niques which aid the radiologists in treatment planning[1]. 
The primitive techniques are based on manual segmen-
tation which is a time consuming process segmentation 
which is a time consuming process besides being suscep-
tible to human errors. Several automated techniques have 
been developed which removes the drawbacks of manual 
segmentation. Clustering is one of the widely used image 
segmentation techniques which classify patterns in such 
a way that samples of the same group are more similar to 
one another than samples belonging to different groups 
[2]. There has been considerable interest recently in the 
use of fuzzy clustering methods, which retain more in-
formation from the original image than hard clustering 
methods. Fuzzy C-means algorithm is widely preferred 
because of its additional flexibility which allows pixels to 
belong to multiple classes with varying degrees of mem-
bership. But the major operational complaint is that the 
FCM technique is time consuming [3]. Several modifica-
tions have been done on the existing network to improve 
the performance.A hierarchical FCM algorithm based on 
template matching is proposed by Kwon & Han [4]. But 
it suffers from the drawback of the requirement for an ac-
curate template. The segmentation efficiency of the FCM 
algorithm is improved by silhouette method based cluster 
center initialization instead of random initialization [5]. 
The FCM algorithm has been also implemented using the 
concept of parallel processing [6]. Even though it prom-
ises high speed processing, the hardware implementation 
is not effective. Cheng and Goldgof [7] proposed the fast 
clustering algorithm based on random sampling which 
yields a speed-up factor of 2-3 times when compared with 
the conventional FCM algorithm. The vector quantization 
based FCM algorithm has been implemented and a nomi-
nal speed-up factor is achieved [8]. Fast fuzzy clustering 
for web documentation which is highly robust is proposed 
in the literature [9]. In [10], the authors utilized visual-
ization in conjunction with automated clustering to speed 
up the process of partitioning the data A scalable, paral-
lel approach to clustering has been explored for a shared 
architecture. Eschrich and Ke implemented the clustering 
algorithm through quantization and aggregation which in-
cludes a weight factor for cluster centerupdation.

Modified FCM Algorithm for Abnormal Image Segmentation
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In fuzzy clustering, every point has a degree of belonging 
to clusters, as in fuzzy logic, rather than belonging com-
pletely to just one cluster. Thus, points on the edge of a 
cluster, may be in the cluster to a lesser degree than points 
in the center of cluster. An overview and comparison of 
different fuzzy clustering algorithms is available.[1] Any 
point x has a set of coefficients giving the degree of being 
in the kth cluster wk(x). With fuzzy c-means, the centroid 
of a cluster is the mean of all points, weighted by their 
degree of belonging to the cluster:

 

The degree of belonging, wk(x), is related inversely to the 
distance from x to the cluster center as calculated on the 
previous pass. It also depends on a parameter m that con-
trols how much weight is given to the closest center. The 
fuzzy c-means algorithm is very similar to the k-means 
algorithm:

PROPOSED METHOD:
Clustering can also be thought of as a form of data com-
pression, where a large number of samples are converted 
into a small number of representative prototypes or clus-
ters.

In the above table, A, B and C represents the features con-
trast, correlation and entropy respectively. For a 256*256 
image, there are 65,536 feature vectors. For simplicity, 
the operation is shown in the above table with four feature 
vectors. Each vector consists of three feature values. Ini-
tially the binary equivalent is found out and the bit mask 
(11111100) is used to quantize the data. 

High dimensional feature space based image segmen-
tation is time intensive than in one dimensional feature 
spaces. The modified FCM algorithm is based on the con-
cept of data compression where the dimensionality of the 
input is highly reduced. The data compression includes 
two steps: quantization and aggregation. The quantization 
of the feature space is performed by masking the lower 
‘m’ bits of the feature value. 

The quantized output will result in the common intensity 
values for more than one feature vector. In process of ag-
gregation, feature vector which shares common intensity 
values are grouped together. A representative feature vec-
tor is chosen from each group and they are given as input 
for the conventional FCM algorithm. 

Once the clustering is complete, the representative feature 
vector membership values are distributed identically to 
all members of the quantization level. Since the modified 
FCM algorithm uses a reduced dataset, the convergence 
rate is highly improved when compared with the conven-
tional FCM. A sample operation for the quantization and 
aggregation techniques with m=2 is given in Table 1 and 
Table 2.

The last column represents the quantized data where some 
feature vectors share common values which aid in data re-
duction. Table 2 illustrates the aggregation process.
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In the aggregation process, the feature vectors sharing 
the common values are grouped together and their mean 
value is calculated. These mean values form a new feature 
vector which is the representative for the group. Similarly, 
representatives are taken from each group which forms a 
new dataset Y. This reduced dataset Y is used instead of 
the original dataset X in the conventional FCM algorithm. 
Once the clustering is complete, the representative feature 
vector membership values are distributed identically to all 
members of the quantization level. Since the dimension-
ality of the input dataset is reduced, the convergence rate 
is highly improved in the modified FCM algorithm.An 
improved fuzzy c-means algorithm is put forward and ap-
plied to deal with meteorological data on top of the tradi-
tional fuzzy c-means algorithm. The proposed algorithm 
improves the classical fuzzy c-means algorithm (FCM) 
by adopting a novel strategy for selecting the initial clus-
ter centers, to solve the problem that the traditional fuzzy 
c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm has difficulty in se-
lecting the initial cluster centers. 

Introduction clustering analysis plays an important role in 
the data mining field, it is a method of clustering objects 
or patterns into several groups. It attempts to organize 
unlabeled input objects into clusters or “natural groups” 
such that data points within a cluster are more similar to 
each other than those belonging to different clusters, i.e., 
to maximize the intra-cluster similarity while minimiz-
ing the inter-cluster similarity. In the field of clustering 
analysis, a number of methods have been put forward and 
many successful applications have been reported. Clus-
tering algorithms can be looselycategorized into the fol-
lowing categories: hierarchical, partition-based, density-
based, grid-based and model-based clustering algorithms. 
Among them, partition-based algorithms which partition 
objects with some membership matrices are most widely 
studied. Traditional partition-based clustering methods 
usually are deterministic clustering methods which usu-
ally obtain the specific group which objects belong to, i.e., 
membership functions of these methods take on a value 
of 0 or 1.

We can accurately know which group that the observa-
tion object pertains to. The probability of the observation 
object being a part of different groups, which reduces the 
effectiveness of hard clustering methods in many real sit-
uations. For this purpose, fuzzy clustering methodswhich 
incorporate fuzzy set theory have emerged. Fuzzy cluster-
ing methods quantitatively determine the affinities of dif-
ferent objects with mathematical methods, described by a 
member function, to divide types objectively. Among the 
fuzzy clustering method, the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algo-
rithm is the most well-known method because it hasthe 
advantage of robustness for ambiguity and maintains 
much moreinformation than any hard clustering meth-
ods. The algorithm is an extension of the classical and the 
crisp k-meansclustering method infuzzyset domain. It is 
widely studied and applied in pattern recognition, image 
segmentation and image clustering, data mining, wireless 
sensor network and so on.The modified FCM algorithm 
uses the same steps of the conventional FCM except for 
the change in the cluster updating and membership value 
updating criterions. The modified criterions are shown 
below:

The Improved FCM Algorithm for Meteorological Data 
According to the discussion about the traditional FCM 
algorithm in Section 2, the initial condition of cluster cen-
ters influences the performance of the algorithm. The best 
choice of the original cluster centers needs to consider 
the features of the data set. In this paper, meteorological 
data is chosen as our experimental data. Meteorological 
data is different from other experiment data. If we just use 
the traditional FCM algorithm to deal with the meteoro-
logical data, there will be a large error when clustering a 
certain object. To solve the initialization problem, we put 
forward an improved FCM algorithm in term of select-
ing the initial cluster centers. Nowadays, there are several 
methods to select the original cluster centers. In the fol-
lowing section we will go through some commonly used 
methods. 
(1) Randomly the traditional FCM algorithm determines 
initial cluster centers randomly. This method is simple 
and generally applicable to all data but usually causes lo-
cal minima.
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(2) user-specified International Journal of Database Theo-
ry and Application Vol.6, No.6 (2013) 10 Copyright  2013 
SERSC Normally, users decide original cluster centers by 
some priori knowledge. According to the understanding 
of the data, users always can obtain logical cluster centers 
to achieve the purpose of the global optimum. 
(3) Randomly classify objects into several clusters, com-
pute the center of each cluster and determine them as 
cluster centers more time consumption is spent when ran-
domly classifying objects in this method. When the num-
ber of objects in data sets is very small, the cost of time 
can be ignored. Nevertheless, as the number of objects 
increases, the speed of the increasing cost of time can be 
largely rapid.

(4) Select the farthest points as cluster centers Generally 
speaking, this method selects initial cluster centers fol-
lowing to the maximum distance principle. It can achieve 
high efficiency if there are no outliers or noisy points in 
data sets. But if the data sets contain some outliers, outli-
ers are easier to be chosen as the cluster centers.

(5) Select points with the maximum density the number of 
objects whose distance is less than the given radius r from 
the observed object is defined as the density of the ob-
served object. After computing the density of each object, 
the object whose density is the largest is chosen as the 
cluster center. Then compute densities of objects whose 
distances are larger than the given distance d from the se-
lected centercenters, also choose the object whose density 
is the largest as the second cluster center. And so forth 
until the number of cluster centers reaches the given num-
ber. This method ensures that cluster centers are far away 
from each other to avoid the objective function into local 
minima. In our paper, we adopt a new method to deter-
mine cluster centers which is based on the fifth method as 
mentioned above. In our method, we first randomly select 
the observed object and compute the density of the ob-
served object. If the density of the observed object is not 
less than the given density parameter, the observed object 
can be seen as the cluster center. Secondly we keep se-
lecting the second cluster center satisfying the above con-
straints in the data set which excludes the objects which 
are cluster centers or objectswhose distances are less than 
the given distance parameter. Finally we obtain the given 
number of cluster centers after repeating the above pro-
cess. The distance parameter and the density parameter 
are decided by users according to the characteristics of the 
data sets and the priori knowledge.

Fig 5.1 segmentation efficiency

A better compression can be achieved if more than two 
bits are changed in the bit mask which would further 
improve the convergence rate. Even though high dimen-
sional feature space accounts for high efficiency, it sig-
nificantly reduces the compression ratio which ultimately 
slows down the training process. 

 
Fig 5.2 Bar chart representation of performance mea-

sures.

From the bar chart representation, it is evident that modi-
fied FCM algorithm is efficient when compared with the 
conventional algorithm. The modified FCM algorithm 
yields superior convergence rate besides yielding. 
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uses the same steps of the conventional FCM except for 
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choice of the original cluster centers needs to consider 
the features of the data set. In this paper, meteorological 
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data is different from other experiment data. If we just use 
the traditional FCM algorithm to deal with the meteoro-
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Table outlines the segmentation efficiency for both the 
techniques which does not reveal any significant im-
provement in the modified FCM algorithm. Table also re-
veals the superior nature of the modified FCM technique 
over the conventional FCM algorithm in terms of conver-
gence rate. Since the reduced dataset is used in the modi-
fied FCM algorithm, significant improvement is achieved 
over the conventional algorithm.

A better compression can be achieved if more than two 
bits are changed in the bit mask which would further 
improve the convergence rate. Even though high dimen-
sional feature space accounts for high efficiency, it sig-
nificantly reduces the compression the compression ratio 
which ultimately slows down the training process.
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CORRELATED IMAGEPerformance measures of FCM and modified FCM techniques:
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CORRELATED IMAGE
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:

Average speed-ups of as much as 80 times a traditional 
implementation of FCM are obtained using the modified 
FCM algorithm, while yielding segmentation efficiency 
that are equivalent to those produced by the conven-
tional technique. Thus, the modified FCM algorithm is 
a fast alternative to the traditional FCM technique. As a 
future work, the network performance can be analysed 
with different bit mask and ‘m’ value along with differ-
ent textural features.Thus we have successfully applied 
Modified fuzzy logic algorithm to enhance the medical 
images, color photographs and finger prints. Better results 
are obtained from the proposed method. So in future work 
there is scope of applying the algorithm to enhance video 
images.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:

Average speed-ups of as much as 80 times a traditional 
implementation of FCM are obtained using the modified 
FCM algorithm, while yielding segmentation efficiency 
that are equivalent to those produced by the conven-
tional technique. Thus, the modified FCM algorithm is 
a fast alternative to the traditional FCM technique. As a 
future work, the network performance can be analysed 
with different bit mask and ‘m’ value along with differ-
ent textural features.Thus we have successfully applied 
Modified fuzzy logic algorithm to enhance the medical 
images, color photographs and finger prints. Better results 
are obtained from the proposed method. So in future work 
there is scope of applying the algorithm to enhance video 
images.
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